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NRC STAFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL PROPOSED
FINDINGS OF FACT IN RESPONSE TO UCS'

PROPOSED FINDINGS 11 283-87

INTRODUCTION

On March 13, 1985, the Licensing Board presided over a conference

call among the parties to this proceeding, for the purpose of discussing

UCS' proposed findings 11 283-87 1/andthenecessity,ifany,of

reopening the record or otherwise responding to those proposed findings.-

At the conclusion of the conference, it was agreed that the parties would

be given the opportunity to file supplemental proposed findings of fact

addressing the points raised by UCS in those paragraphs. In accordance

_

1/ Union of Concerned Scientists Proposed Findings of Fact and
~ Conclusions of Law on the Issue of Licensed Operator Training at

TMI-1, February 25, 1985 ("UCS Findings").
.
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with the Board's ruling, the NRC Staff proposes the following additional
'

findings of fact. 2/

SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS OF FACT

UCS argues that Licensee is incapable of directly comparing job

performance with performance in the training program. See UCS' Findings

11 283-87. The basis for UCS' assertion is that, other than an initial

performance review after an operator is on the job for 90 days, GPU does

not have formal, written evaluations of the on-the-job performance of its

control room operators. UCS Finding 1 284. E

-2/ Consistent with its view of the scope of this remanded proceeding,
the Staff did not initially propose findings in the area of the
signficance, if any, of the fact that GPU does not maintain written
evaluations of on-the-job performance as a means of comparison with
performance in the training program. See NRC Staff's proposed
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law In the Form of a Partial
Initial Decision on the Remanded Issue of Licensed Operator Training ~

at TMI-1, March 1, 1985, proposed findings if 15, 16. However, now.
.

that the Board, on its own, has informed the parties that the Board
feels constrained to address this subject area in its decision and
is seeking further findings on this limited issue, the Staff
believes it appropriate to endeavor to respond to the particular
concern raised by the Board by presenting these proposed supple-
mental findings. In addition, further proposed findings by the
Staff are appropriate in light of the Board's questions concerning
the relevance to this proceeding of the Commission's Policy Statement
on Training and Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel,
dated March 14, 1985.

-3/ The Board notes that GPU gives oral on-the-job performance
evaluations to its operators every six months. Tr. 32,897-98.

The NRC Staff, in its testimony, noted that an appropriate method- _

ology for the OARP Committee would have included the comparison of
job performance evaluations with training records. Tr. 33,143
(Persensky). The Staff testified that such a comparison should be
made to determine if training deficiencies have been indicated and
communicated to the Training Department. I d_. After learning that

(FOOTNOTECONTINUEDONNEXTPAGE)
'
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Licenseeargues#l that the day-to-day, routine tasks of a control
'

room op rator in a plant operating at steady state are commonplace and

repetitive and include extensive reading of gauges, recording of informa-

tion, and other monitoring and administrative functions. It does indeed

appear that such tasks would not reflect the depth and breadth of informa-

tion and understanding about the workings of the plant that are required

of an operator under Emergency conditions. Thus, observation of an

operator at his daily tasks during normal plant operation would not

necessarily elicit a demonstration by that operator of all of the skills

he is expected to utilize in the case of an accident or abnormal operat-

ing condition. It follows that those skills, which are not displayed in

a steady state operation, must be observed and evaluated through other

means. UCS overlooks the fact that operators at TMI-1 are continuously

being evaluated on the basis of what they need to know for their jobs

(withemphasisonaccidentandabnormalscenarios). Newton et al., ff. ~

.

Tr. 32,409, at 15. That being said, however, the Board acknowledges,

for the reasons set forth below, that evaluation of operator performance

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

such written on-the-job performance evaluations are not maintained
because of union considerations, the Staff testified that the 0ARP
Committee should have reviewed the other mechanisms Licensee has for
getting feedback into the training program. Id. Since there is no
indication that the Committee performed such 3 review, the Board

_

does not have the benefit of the Committee's informed judgment on
this question.

-4/ Licensee's Supplemental Proposed Findings of Fact in Response to
the Proposed Findings of UCS (11283-287), March 15,1985
(Licensee's Supplemental Findings), at 2.:

.
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in the' job setting (i;e., in the exercise of his day-to-day, largely

routine' tasks) could serve as a useful measure for evaluating whether

operators have the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to perform

their jobs. In so finding, the Board stresses that it does not agree

with UCS' premise that the lack of such evaluations constitutes a fatal

flaw in Licensee's current training and testing program. Indeed, the

lack of formal evaluations in the jcb setting in the recent past is not

of substantial significance since TMI-1 has not been operational for the

past five years and such on-the-job evaluations of operators likely would

have revealed less about an operator's knowledge, skills and ability than

if the plant were operating at full power.

On March 14, 1985, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued the

Commission Policy Statement on Training and Qualification of Nuclear

Plant Personnel (Policy Statement). In that Policy Statement, the

Commission endorsed, as essential to an acceptable training program, ,

.

five elements for training nuclear power plant personnel. Policy

Statement at 3-4. The fifth such essential element is " evaluation and

revision of the training based on the performance of trained personnel

in the job setting." Policy Statement at 4. Licensee's evaluations, to

date, have not included evaluation of control room operators in the

performance of their daily routine tasks in the control room; to the

extent such evaluation is lacking, Licensee's program does not include an

" evaluation... in the job setting." Since the Commission has now _

announced that training should be evaluated and revised on the basis of

.

e
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perforhanceinthejobsetting,Licenseeshouldincludesuchevaluations

as part'of its overall performance reviews.

In so saying, the Board is cognizant of the extensive testimony

presented by Licensee witnesses as to the variety of ways that Licensee

observes and evaluates an operator's performance, and on the wide range

of events for which a licensed operator must be trained to respond.

See, e a , Newton ej al., ff. Tr. 32,409, at 15-25, 28-35, 46-54;

Tr.33,421-22(Ross). Upon licensing by the NRC, each operator is

assigned to participate in an ongoing requalification program. The goal

of the licensed operator requalification program is to enhance nuclear

plant reliability and safety by maintaining a high level of skill and

knowledge in licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators.

The requalification program is implemented utilizing the following

interrelated segments: Pre-Planned Lecture Series; Skills Training and

Evaluation; Operational Review Program; and Annual Examination and ~

.

Evaluation. The operator requalification program is conducted on a

cyclic basis so that all program requirements are completed in a period

not to exceed two years. Newton et al . , ff. Tr. 32,409, at 15.

The Skills Training and Evaluation segment of requalification is

conducted so that each licensed operator participates in frequent and

varied plant evolutions in order to maintain an acceptable level of

skills and familiarity associated with the nuclear plant systems,

controls, and operational procedures. Each licensed individual must _

demonstrate operational. proficiency by participating in reactivity

manipulations and plant evolutions, nuclear plant simulator exercises,

.
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and Basic Principles training Simulator exercises, and the plant drill

program' To maintain these skills, licensed operators must actually.

manipulate plant or simulator controls, while licensed senior reactor

operators mar either manipulate or actively supervise manipulation of

controls. Reactivity manipulations, plant evolutions, and exercises

which are cor.sidered in the simulator training procram include normal

plant evolutions, abnormal / emergency plant evolutions, verification of

plant operating procedure adequacy, and demonstration of plant response

to conditions identified from nuclear industry operating experiences.

M.at18.
In order to provide proficiency training for normal plant

evolutions, each individual participates in plant evolutions on an annual

basis. Individual performance during these plant evolutions is monitored

and deficiencies corrected so that satisfactory proficiency is demon-

strated. To provide proficiency training in abnormal / emergency plant '

.

evolutions, each individual, on an annual basis, participates in training

exercises covering specified plant abnormal / emergency conditions. These

evolutions are conducted either at the simulator or during the plant

drill program. On a two-year cyclic basis, each licensed individual

participates in training exercises covering additional plant abnormal /

emergency conditions. Id. at 19.

Response to abnormal / emergency conditions should include use of

alternate methods of accomplishing a given function, such as alternate -

methods of core cooling. Exercises involving multiple failures and/or

operator error are included in the training program. Utilization of

applicable plant procedures and technical specifications during the

.
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training exercises is emphasized. Individual and operational team

performance during the abnormal / emergency training exercises is monitored

and deficiencies corrected so that satisfactory proficiency is

demonstrated. I_d .d

Each licensed individual completes nuclear plant simulator training

sessions involving a minimum of twenty hours of direct interaction with

the simulator nuclear plant control panel on an annual basis. If.
at 19-20.

Since 1982, lectures at Power Safety, Inc. (PSI), the contractor for

training services at the B&W plant simulator in Lynchburg, Virginia, have

contained TMI-specific information, e.g., TMI heatup and cooldown curves,

fuel mechanical performance, fuel in compression curves, core power

peaking, integrated control system failures / operation, emergency

feedwater effectiveness, RCP operations guidelines, AT0G, and 0TSG tube

rupture. Id. at 6, 19-20. s

.

In developing the simulator training program, the Operations

Department works with the Training Department to establish a list of

topics for classroom training as well as an outline for simulator drills.

The Operator Training section is assigned to develop lesson plans and

objectives for the classroom program and the Simulator Development

Section develops drill sequences and drill guides. The two training

sections work together to ensure the classroom and simulator sessions

provide continuity within the training program. The simulator training
_

program is approved by Operations and Training and sent to PSI for review

prior to its commencement. During the 1983 training cycle, simulator

training for licensed operators was expanded to include an additional

-. . - - .. ., - - - - - -- ._.
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week of AT0G training and three days for steam generator tube ruptures

training. During the 1984 cycle there have been three additional days of

operator proficiency training. Id. at 20-21.

Prior to the start of each training cycle, a group of instructors

from the Operator Training Section and nonshift licensed operators from

Operations participate in a prototype simulator training program. This

serves as an evaluation device and allows for program modification prior

to the on-shift licensed operators participating in the simulator

training. Id. at 21.

Plant drills are conducted in order that each licensed individual

actively participates in drills covering abnormal / emergency plant evolu-

tions which are not adequately covered in the nuclear plant simulator

training program. Plant drills are structured to review or carry out

actions required to respond to abnormal / emergency plant conditions. Id.

Plant drills are conducted with the approval of the Manager, Plant
.

Operations, on an individual or team basis and usually involve:

1) Reviewing plant procedure steps;

2) Identifying actions required to establish stable plant
conditions;

.

3) Identifying equipment control locations and functions;

4) Identifying expected plant instrumentation and alarm response;

5) Reviewing communications necessary to gather information or
coordinate team actions; and

*

6) Identifying supplementary actions aimed at mitigating results -

or causes of plant abnormal / emergency conditions. Id.

In addition to meeting the requirements for skills training

participation noted above, off-shift licensed personnel assigned to the
-

<
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Operations Department actively participate in control room operation a
'

minimum of one shift per month. Licensed instructors from the Training

Department staff and other on-site licensed personnel actively partici-

pate in control room operation a minimum of two shifts per month. During

this period, these licensed personnel must assume (actual or under

instruction) and perform the duties of the on-shift licensed operator.

Failure the meet this requirement on a quarterly basis results in

placement in an upgrade program. _Id. at 22.

From the above discussion, it becomes clear that the skills

displayed routinely in the control room are not the only skills in which

a licensed operator must be trained. The Board agrees that a major

focus of operator training must be on abnormal and emergency events

which do not occur frequently. However, operators must also be trained

in routine operations such that their control of the plant does not lead

.

to abnormal or emergency situations. Therefore, evaluation of normal '

and routine activities of control room operators should be a part of the

evaluation process.

Notwithstanding the continued shutdown of TMI-1, the validity of the

TMI-1 licensed operator training program has been and continues to be

tested by various means, such as the capabilities of the trainees at the
|

simulators, in-plant drills and on examinations, both oral and written.

See, e.g. , Knief and Coe, ff. Tr. 33,364, at 13. Licensee has incorpor-

ated the principles of training systems development (TSD) into its -

replacement and requalification operator training programs. See Knief

and Leonard, ff. Tr. 33,364, at 4-5. It has implemented the TSD model

as a method to develop a performance-based training program. Id. at 5;

_ _ _ _ _ _
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see ge'nerally Newton et al., ff. Tr. 32,409, at 29-31; Tr. 32,898

(Newton, Leonard). Performance-based training emphasizes the use of

behavioral learning objectives to match job needs and feedback from

trainees and user group supervisory / management personnel. Newton et al.,

ff. Tr. 32,409, at 29. Examinations, as well, are based upon behavioral

learning objectives. The questions addressed during an examination

reflect the objectives for which each trainee is held accountable. The

behavioral learning objectives for each specific lesson are developed

by subject matter experts when determining the material to be taught

during each lesson. The subject matter expert, in this case the

instructor, conducts an informal job analysis to determine which knowledge

and/or skills are required of the operator in the subject area being

taught. Approval of the examination includes a review to ensure that

the questions reflect objectives presented for the lesson. M.at44-45.

Oral examinations, similarly, reflect the use of behavioral learning ,

.

r,bjectives. See M. at 45-46. Simulator usage and testing provide the

operator with experience responding to accident and abnormal scenarios,

as well as necessary plant evolutions, and allow Operations and Training

Management to evaluate operator performance under these conditions. See

Long and Coe, ff. Tr. 32,202, at 10; Newton et al., ff. Tr. 32,409, at

19-20.

Licensee has described an extensive and detailed evaluation scheme

included in the TMI-I training program, e.g., written examinations,
_

simulator examinations, walk-throughs, drills, BPTS. This scheme

is, in fact, adequate to evaluate the training program at the time of

training. However, these evaluation tools do not address the issue of

.
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performance in the actual job setting. Evaluations in that setting are

generaliybasedonobservationsofsupervisorsorotherknowledgeable

people who have the opportunity to observe the individuals while

actually performing their routine and/or emergency duties. The Board

concludes that such evaluations, outside of a formal training or testing

environment, can serve as useful additional tools in assessing whether

the trainees have acquired the knowledge, skills and abilities necessary

to perform their jobs. Moreover, the Commission itself has determined

that training should be evaluated on the basis of performance in the job

setting. Accordingly, the Board is imposing, as a license condition,

the requirement that Licensee maintain written on-the-job performance

evaluations for the job of control room operator. El

Respectfully submitted,

dN-r

Mary [WagnerCounse'sforNRC{5taff-

-

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 22nd day of March, 1985

_

'-5/
We note that while the Licensee does not believe routine, periodic
on-the-job evaluations are necessary, Licensee is not contractually
barred from undertaking such evaluations. Licensee's Supplemental
Findings, at 9, fn. 13.
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